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Introduction

Law enforcement monitoring of social media is a widespread and growing practice. In 2014, a vendor’s online survey of more than 1,200 federal, state, and local law enforcement professionals found that approximately 80 percent used social media platforms as intelligence gathering tools.

The adoption of these new tools may not come as a surprise given their low cost compared to other forms of surveillance. But their adoption also reflects a broader trend: law enforcement’s response to public pressure to investigate crimes online. For example, after a number of highly publicized violent attacks — from the Boston Marathon bombing, to the killing of churchgoers in Charleston, to mass shootings on school campuses — journalists have unearthed social media profiles full of warning signs: posts about hate, weapons, and more. Those discoveries have contributed to mounting pressure on law enforcement to do more to identify potential offenders before they act.

And there are some successes: social media data has helped law enforcement solve murder cases where perpetrators boast of their crimes online, detect potential human trafficking activity, as well as more mundane crimes such as car thefts.

But certain law enforcement uses of social media have raised questions. Debates so far have focused on instances where law enforcement have used social media tools to monitor peaceful protests, assembled potentially innocuous social media activity as evidence for criminal conspiracy charges, or created fake profiles or impersonated individuals online. And because social media dramatically reduces the cost of police surveillance, it breathes new life into longstanding concerns over potentially disproportionate law enforcement focus on people of color, religious minorities, and low-income communities. More broadly, there is increasing scrutiny over how social media surveillance affects First Amendment rights, which protect free speech, and
Fourth Amendment rights, which protect against unreasonable search and seizure by the government.

How law enforcement uses social media

The relationship between law enforcement agencies and social media has changed significantly in the last ten years. More often than not, law enforcement officers are doing their work manually, perusing public profiles, doing searches on various sites, or creating profiles to connect with targets of interest. But as Internet penetration, social media usage, and mobile device usage have all increased, law enforcement agencies and technology vendors alike have begun focusing on new forms of training and technology, including systems that would automate social media surveillance activities.

Today, law enforcement agencies employ social media for a wide range of reasons; respondents to the 2014 LexisNexis survey cited strategies such as discovering criminal activity and obtaining probable cause for a search warrant, collecting evidence for court hearings, pinpointing the location of criminals, managing volatile situations, witness identification, and broadcasting information or soliciting tips from the public. Investigative uses of social media are either targeted – focusing on individuals and their networks – or general – concentrating on monitoring a delimited geographic area – either for identifying specific incidents or producing predictions of criminal risk.

Sources of intelligence can include publicly accessible posts shared by users who have not limited their privacy settings, information obtained by accessing a user’s social network (e.g. adding a criminal suspect as a “Friend” on Facebook to view private posts), or the use of a search warrant to obtain a user’s private communications from social media platforms themselves.

How social media platforms enable surveillance

Some social media platforms are more amenable to monitoring than others. Factors like default privacy settings play a role in the visibility of users’ online speech to law enforcement.

Additionally, sites like Facebook make social networks visible beyond their immediate circles. These features raise new questions about how social media monitoring and law enforcement investigative practices on the ground intersect and shape each other.

Law enforcement uses the tools at their disposal to help identify networks of criminal activity. In 2014, for example, police in Cleveland were able to crack down on the Heartless Felons gang after a rapper affiliated with the gang posted videos on YouTube where he seemingly admits to
This was possible through observing a visible nexus between the individuals, their social network, and the crime committed. But such connections are often unclear in the decontextualized space of social media, where specific social cues, figurative speech, and offline dynamics make meaning very difficult to parse.

Social media also shifts the boundaries of what counts as private and public space, generating anxieties about the very visible and permanent nature of social media activity. Given the history of disproportionate surveillance among people of color by law enforcement through practices such as profiling and heightened presence of police in minority-dominated urban neighborhoods, it is important to ask what is new and different about social media that may risk exacerbating these inequalities. For instance, social media creates permanent and public archives of people’s lives in ways that can come back to haunt individuals. One example of this arose out of the New York Police Department’s Operation Crew Cut, which used social media to crack down on teen “crews,” largely over concerns that they were settling turf disagreements through gun violence. The NYPD considers “crews” to be proto-gangs and tracks more than 300 of them, but crews can also be a building- or neighborhood-based group of friends or clique without any criminal connection. One story that drew media attention was that of Asheem Henry and his younger brother Jelani, who had been part of a small teen “crew” beginning at ages 13 and 12. After pleading guilty to a weapons possession charge and doing five years’ probation, Asheem had made an effort to leave his past associations behind and enrolled at William Patterson University in New Jersey. But when the NYPD began its crackdown on teen crews, Facebook photographs of him and his brother, dating back to when they were 14 or 15, were part of the evidence used to prove their association with the crew, alongside the past gun charges in Asheem’s case. Asheem was arrested and charged with third degree conspiracy. Five months later, prosecutors charged his younger brother Jelani with attempted murder in another case, and, with only two conflicting eye witness identifications to support the charge, used Jelani’s Facebook “likes” and other social media connections to his brother’s crew to pressure Jelani to accept a plea deal. The District Attorney’s office placed Jelani in Riker’s Island jail and delayed his trial for 19 months, but Jelani maintained his innocence until, finally, the judge dismissed the case. Examples like these raise questions about how social media not only presents a new space for surveillance, but also changes the dynamics of policing itself.

The market for third-party monitoring tools

The proliferation of stand-alone technical products offered by third-party vendors has made possible new investigative practices and surveillance strategies. Some products marketed to law enforcement today were initially designed for commercial or journalistic use. For example, SAS’s TextMiner promises to discover underlying themes and concepts of text in order for businesses to analyze customer comments online, but the product and others like it are now being adopted by local law enforcement.
A common type of web surveillance tool allows law enforcement to conduct automated and continuous monitoring of day-to-day online activity, with the aid of algorithms designed to capture words and phrases designated as trigger words on sites like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. BlueJay software, made by BrightPlanet, touts the capacity to monitor high profile events and illicit activities, aiding in the collection of incriminating evidence. OpenMIND advertises the ability to run lead-based investigation into the “deep web” – inaccessible to search engines but available through their software. LexisNexis offers Social Media Monitor, which provides keyword, geographic, and individual targeted searches for investigations such as gang violence, drug dealing, crimes against children, and human trafficking.

Another important feature of some monitoring tools is the ability to connect social media activity to location. Companies like Geofeedia offer products that use the location data of social media posts, when available, and map them. Using these maps, clients are able to specify a delimited geographic area and view all geotagged posts coming from that location in near real-time. Use of geotagging features to map social media activity has been touted as a crucial tool in assisting first responders in emergencies, as well as surveilling areas of concentrated activity, such as concerts or public protests.

Finally, some products are designed for preemptive action, incorporating social media data into predictive policing. Currently, a tool developed by the company Hitachi is being tested on a trial basis in various U.S. cities beginning in October 2015, which will incorporate social media activity, alongside other data, to identify geographic concentrations of online speech that may indicate issues like flaring neighborhood tensions.

Training and policy

The growing market for increasingly efficient and far-reaching web surveillance tools has outpaced our understanding of how they are transforming policing. While more police forces are starting to incorporate social media data into their investigations, law enforcement personnel are primarily self-taught in their usage of social media. Police departments often have policies regarding social media use by law enforcement officers themselves, such as what kinds of images they can share and other codes of conduct for personal use, but there is a growing need for policies governing use of social media for investigations. In the 2014 survey conducted by LexisNexis, only 9% of officers indicated that they had received formal social media training at their agencies. Moreover, 52% of the law enforcement agencies surveyed had no policy in place for the use of social media for investigative purposes, and industry actors report that they are working without case law to guide their efforts.

As a result, there is a considerable lack of clarity around various practices, which have led in the past to lawsuits and the violation of people’s rights. One salient example is the practice of creating
fake online personas and impersonating actual persons to further investigations. In one case, the Drug Enforcement Administration created a decoy Facebook profile using the actual identity of Sondra Prince—an individual arrested on drug charges in 2010—without her express consent, in order to investigate a drug ring. However, Prince sued the government and eventually settled her lawsuit for $134,000. But the questions her lawsuit raised over the nature of consent in online surveillance remain unresolved. Moreover, questions still linger even in cases where law enforcement do obtain consent from individuals to impersonate them online. The terms of service and policies for many social media platforms, like Facebook or Instagram, explicitly ban law enforcement from creating fake identities on their service. In such cases, law enforcement policies are often nonexistent or outdated. For example, though the ACLU recently obtained a copy of the DEA’s consent form (“Consent to Assuming Online Identity: Adult Consent”), it was fifteen years old and outdated in its formulation.

Some initiative has been taken to develop policies and transparency around practices. The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), for example, has established a Center for Social Media in partnership with the Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, and the U.S. Department of Justice, which provides access to a survey on law enforcement’s use of social media, a primer for such agencies’ establishing a social media presence, as well as a list of key elements of a social media policy. What follows is a general, but not exhaustive, overview of some of the emerging issues that may shape policies around social media in the future.

Social media surveillance and protest

Social media monitoring has been touted as an important element of what the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has defined as “situational awareness,” an active awareness of the surroundings and possible threats thereof, made possible through monitoring social media feeds about events in localized geographies. Response and recovery efforts during Hurricane Sandy in 2012 proved the utility of large-scale online monitoring during exigent circumstances. However, concerns have emerged over these practices in the context of law enforcement, such as federal surveillance of protests on social media. Such tactics raise questions about the impact of social media surveillance on free expression and Fourth Amendment rights.

Documents show that DHS monitored the #blacklivesmatter hashtag on Twitter during lawful protests across the country. The movement arose following the acquittal of George Zimmerman in the shooting death of Trayvon Martin and has grown in response to other recent police shootings of black men and women. Other documents show that DHS monitored the social media activity of prominent #blacklivesmatter activists, such as DeRay McKesson. In these efforts, DHS has been collecting real-time, content-rich video, photo, and status updates across Facebook, Twitter, Vine, and Instagram to enhance its “situational awareness.” Though a 2013 privacy impact statement by DHS claimed that their National Operations Center does not engage
in “monitoring of First Amendment protected activities for public dissent,” questions remain about the Fourth Amendment protections for public speech.

The Fourth Amendment restricts government searches and seizures where individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy. Historically, those protections have not prevented law enforcement from observing what happens in public, including posts on social media.40 But existing Fourth Amendment doctrine may not satisfactorily address large-scale law enforcement surveillance of public speech on social media. The ability to cheaply monitor huge quantities of public information raises an important legal question: Do low-cost, largely scalable surveillance technologies deserve their own constitutional limits? If so, what would those limits look like?

Kevin Bankston and Ashkan Soltani offer one potential, rough rule of thumb: “if the new tracking technique is an order of magnitude less expensive than the previous technique, the technique violates expectations of privacy and runs afoul of the Fourth Amendment.”41

**Challenges in context and interpretation**

Interpreting behavior on social media is a difficult task for anyone. Without a doubt, inaccurate interpretations of social media data are not unique to law enforcement, but the consequences in a criminal justice context can be uniquely severe. On most social media sites like Facebook and Twitter, individuals construct public or semi-public profiles where they not only interact with their friends, but also with their networks of friends.42 Interpreting those social media interactions can be challenging for a number of reasons. One is “context collapse,” a feature of online communication where messages intended for a limited audience become misconstrued for a wider audience once original context is lost.43 There is also a limit to what can be extrapolated from social media activity – it only reflects a cross-section of people’s lives, and in the absence of the physical cues that frame face-to-face interactions, messages can be interpreted incorrectly. For example, flashing a gang sign on Facebook may be a way to joke with friends, proclaim solidarity or neighborhood affiliation, or harmless posturing. Sociologists have noted that many youth who live in violent neighborhoods may project a tough image or follow a “code of the street” in their community in order to stay safe and be protected.44

But for law enforcement these types of messages can be confounding. Is an individual who posts about drugs and violence on social media actually engaging in those activities? One worry is that a lack of training for and understanding by investigators about what they are seeing online could lead to the criminalization of innocent individuals – particularly minors. And that fear is rooted in past practice: the NYPD’s online surveillance under Operation Crew Cut, for example, included monitoring of black children as young as 10 years of age.45

The high visibility of young people and their activities on social media also complicates surveillance and interpretation of online speech. According to a 2015 Pew Research Survey, 90%
of young adults (ages 18 to 29) are active on social media, and another Pew study found teens (ages 13 to 17) are active across a wide variety of social media platforms. As a result, one concern is the potential overcriminalization of youth, particularly minority youth. Some surveillance products, like LifeRaft, are designed to detect ‘cyberbullying’ and school-related threats such as potential school shootings, by monitoring social media feeds and delivering automated alerts to the mobile devices of school administrators and law enforcement. On the one hand, monitoring youth on social media can provide opportunity for intervention. Researchers at MIT and Columbia University have worked to find ways to detect cases of gang-related violent threats over social media in order to reach out to youth before those threats are acted upon. But there is also potential for abuse and misunderstanding that can exacerbate existing practices of institutional discrimination and excessive disciplinary action. Today, many public schools have zero-tolerance policies, which increasingly rely on police action to handle student disciplinary issues, creating what has been called the “school-to-prison pipeline.” Moreover, schools are more likely to disproportionately apply serious disciplinary action and referrals to law enforcement against African American and Hispanic students.

Social media evidence and accuracy

Surveillance technologies can grant an air of objectivity to assessments that are not necessarily indicative of realities on the ground, due to outdated, inaccurate, or incomplete information. For example, it is not always possible to trace a social media posting back to an individual, given the existence of fake and shared online accounts. Moreover, ephemeral details become permanent records that individuals are not always able to redress in retrospect.

Inaccurate or incomplete information poses significant problems for surveillance technologies, like the online monitoring application Beware. Beware scans commercial and public databases, as well social media activity, in order to assign individuals a “threat rating.” That rating is then sent directly to a police officer, whose actions will naturally be informed by the threat assessment. But officers are left in the dark as to the various data points actually factored into the score. Similarly, individuals are unable to see or contest their “threat rating,” or to correct errors in cases of mistaken identity.

These concerns are also relevant where social media surveillance is beginning to inform predictive policing tools. For example, the predictive tool developed by Hitachi, factors social media activity into its forecast of criminal activity. However, it is unclear how, if at all, the tool addresses risks of bias, such as in the patterns of language that it flags as suspicious. Absent careful review, machine learning techniques applied to social media could easily reinforce existing patterns of enforcement, which partly reflect a disproportionate focus on people of color. To the extent that they replace human discretion, these automated systems may be trading individual bias – malicious or otherwise – for a new, systematic bias.
Legal questions for social media surveillance

Social media surveillance of law enforcement clearly raises a number of legal questions. Historically, Fourth Amendment protections have not limited law enforcement from observing what happens in public. But the digital dynamic at play may not be that simple. For example, large-scale law enforcement surveillance of social media during protests – and that of Black Lives Matter activists – raises a concern of scale and proportionality. In a concurring opinion in United States v. Jones, Justice Alito wrote that, “in the pre-computer age, the greatest protections of privacy were neither constitutional nor statutory, but practical. Traditional surveillance for any extended period of time was difficult and costly and therefore rarely undertaken.” Today, large-scale and low-cost technologies have changed what law enforcement are capable of. As Kevin Bankston and Ashkan Soltani argue, that new dynamic is constitutionally significant, and might deserve its own constitutional limits.

Similarly, the use of a person’s social media network as evidence of a crime raises its own set of legal concerns. Law enforcement will continue to use social media to surveil individuals – including juveniles – before they have an actual criminal record. Given that, what type of social media activity is likely to constitute sufficient evidence of criminal activity? For prosecutors, what type of social media activity should be allowed as evidence when a person is charged under conspiracy statutes? Are there certain social media attributes – like a person’s social network – that should not be considered as evidence?

Impersonation online raises its own set of legal considerations. Importantly, there seems to be an emergent fault line between the creation of an undercover, fake profile compared to the impersonation of an actual person online. While courts have generally accepted law enforcement’s use of deception – like the use of undercover officers, offline and online – the same cannot be said for actual impersonation of individuals. Consequently, new rules need to be considered. When is it permissible for a law enforcement agent to ask for an individual’s consent to impersonate them online? Is it ever impermissible? How can law enforcement personnel reconcile their legitimate investigatory needs with the policies of social media platforms that expressly forbid the impersonation or creation of fake profiles? Could a court ever authorize a warrant for the impersonation of someone online?

Critical Questions

Law enforcement use of social media is a powerful new investigative tool. Its growing use opens new questions that will need clear answers in order to ensure that civil rights are protected as law enforcement moves increasingly online. Specifically:
1. Should certain types of online activity be off-limits to law enforcement intelligence gathering? For example, what limits, if any, should apply to law enforcement surveillance of community organizing activity, including public protest messages on social media?

2. Are new rules needed to govern police impersonation of real people on social media?

3. How can policy and technology be used to ensure that social media surveillance is used in an equitable way, and is not unduly focused on certain communities or groups?

4. Might new forms of training, or other interventions, be necessary to equip police to accurately interpret the meaning of fast-changing and sometimes figurative modes of expression that young people may use online?

5. When and how should social media companies work with law enforcement? Should users – as a group or individually – be notified of such investigations?

6. Are specific protections needed to guarantee that social media is not taken out of context or used to suggest actions or relationships that might be performative?

7. What training might be necessary for judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys to responsibly use social media data in cases?
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